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ABSTRACT: Publisher Subscriber system contains three entities, publisher is the data producer, subscriber is the 

consumer then the broker mediates between the two. Subscribers specify the events of interest by means of 

subscriptions. Publishers inject information into the pub/sub system. In this work there is no broker in the system. 

There is direct communication between subscriber and publisher. Content-based publish/subscribe (pub/sub) 

framework that delivers matching content to subscribers in their desired format. Efficient subscription summarization 

and event matching is the main scalability of content-based publish/subscribe networks. Current subscription 

summarization and event matching mechanisms induce heavy event processing load on brokers. Early systems have 

some problems based on event matching and subscription updates. These can be avoided by using subscription 

normalization and event matching methods.  The event matching algorithm is used in broker-less system. This 

algorithm is faster than existing method. Identity based encryption is used to provide security in broker-less publisher 

subscriber system. 

 

KEYWORDS: Content-based messaging, Publish/Subscribe, Subscription Normalization, Event Matching, ID-based 

encryption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Publish/subscribe system is a messaging pattern where publisher send messages, these messages are sent directly to 

the specific receivers, called subscribers. Subscribers express their interest in the system, and only receive messages 

based on their interest, without knowledge of if any, publishers there are. In the pub/sub system model, subscribers are 

receiving only a subset of the total messages published. Subscription normalization is the process to normalize the 

multiple messages in the content-based system. ID based encryption is used to provide security to the system. The 

process of selecting messages for reception and processing is called filtering mechanism. There are two common 

methods of filtering: topic-based and content-based. Topic-based system, messages are published to specific topics of 

the system. Subscribers in a topic-based system will receive all messages published to the topics based on their 

subscription. The publisher is responsible for defining the messages to which subscribers can subscribe. Content-based 

system, messages are only delivered to a subscriber if the content of those messages match information defined by the 

subscriber. 

The remainder of this paper is organized in this manner: Section II contains the details of the related papers. Section 

III describes the proposed system model’s overview and Section IV gives the performance evaluation. A detail of 

Section V includes conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In the paper, the major algorithm event matching is adopted from [1]. Beretta and FASTINT algorithm used in 

content based messaging [1]. Identity Based Encryption is used to provide securing Broker-Less publish/subscribe 

system [2]. Subscription adaptations are important across many content-based publish/subscribe applications. The 

common solution to adapt subscriptions consists of a re-subscriptions, where a new updated subscription is issued and 

the expired one cancelled. The concepts of parametric subscriptions, subscriptions with dynamically varying 

parameters to capture the aforementioned subscription adaptations [3]. Content-based publish/subscribe networks scale 
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to large numbers of publishers and subscribers having brokers summarize subscriptions from subscribers [4]. On 

demand content delivery in content based system [5]. Both interest and Event notifications are forwarded to the system. 

Content based publish/subscribe system that delivers matching contents to subscribers in their desired format. System 

that deals with the richer content format [6].  Anonymizer engine [7] is used to provide the filter privacy. To aggregate 

the incoming messages and forward only results to the client [8]. Routing the messages in distributed content based 

publish/subscribe system [10]. Match- Ladder [11] and REIN [12] algorithms are used to provide fast event matching. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVEW 

 

Event matching and identity based encryption algorithms are used to implement the system. Subscriber can 

subscribe the content. Subscriber subscribes their interest. Publisher will publish the events in the system. Publisher is 

authenticated by using the advertisements in which a publisher tells in advance the set of events which it intends to 

publish. This notification is forwarded to all the subscribers in the system and the subscribers those are interested in 

that particular event will send respond to the publisher. Encrypt the user details with id and email address.  

Pub/Sub system supports both push and pulls message delivery. In push delivery, the Pub/Sub initiates requests to 

subscriber application to deliver messages. In pull delivery, subscription application initiates requests to the Pub/Sub 

system to retrieve messages. Figure 1 represents the pull model. The pull model requires two one-way communications 

the Subject notifies a Subscriber. The basic concepts are shown in figure. Subscriber requests to the Publisher, and the 

Publisher sends the current state reply to the Subscriber.  

 
 

 

A. Event Matching 

 

Event matching is the process of checking large amount of events against large numbers of subscriptions. In 

particular, the event matching speed is faster, when the selectivity of subscriptions is high and the number of 

subscriptions is large. Subscriber subscribes their interest. Then publisher publish the event. After this server checks 

there is any similarity in between subscription and published event. This similarity can be identified by using event 

matching algorithm. If it is matched then return the result to the subscriber. Otherwise not return the result. 

 

 

Algorithm 1: Event Matching 

 

1. int 

2. subs[] 

3. pubs[] 

4. vals[][][] 

5. S[][] 

6.  String attribs, map 

7. Subscribe(type, id,values)  //Subscribe 

a. Put values 

b. INSERT(S, type, ar, val, sid) 

8.  Unsubscribe(type, id,values)  // Unsubscribe 

Fig. 1 Publish/Subscribe using the Pull Model. 
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a.  Remove values 

b.  DELETE(S, type, ar, v , id) 

9. Update(type, id,values) // Update the values 

a.  Remove current values 

b. DELETE(S, type, ar, v , id) 

c. Put new values 

d. INSERT(S, type, ar, val, id) 

10. Publish(type, Event) // Matching 

a. min res cnt = subs.size(); 

b. min ind = 0; 

c. Add the events to temp 

d. For i=0 to size of temp 

e. String tem = temp.get(i); 

f.  Retrieve = Retrieve(S, type, attribs .get(i), values); 

g. if (Count.get(i) < min res cnt) 

i. min res cnt = Count.get(i); 

ii. min ind = i; 

h. For all index subs[min ind] 

i. If BITWISE-AND(Vec[index][1,size])=1 

j.  Result=result U index 

 

In this algorithm subs is the subscription and pubs is the published information and vals represents the subscription 

and published values. S is the index value. INSERT(): Create an association between values and user id. DELETE(): 

Remove an association between values and user id. RETRIEVE(): Get the corresponding values. UPDATE(): Changes 

the association between values and id. These are the main operations included in this algorithm. 

 

B. Identity Based Encryption(IBE) 

 

Identity-based encryption is an important primitive of the ID-based cryptography. It is a type of public-key 

encryption method. The public key of a user is the unique information about the identity of the each user (e.g. a user's 

email ID). ID-based systems allow any party to generate a public key from a known identity value of the user. A 

traditional PKI infrastructure used to maintaining for each publisher or subscriber a private/public key pair which has to 

be known between communicating entities to encrypt and decrypt messages. ID-based encryption provides a promising 

alternative to reduce the amount of keys to be managed. In an identity-based encryption, any valid string which 

uniquely identifies the user.  A key server can maintain a pair of public and private master keys. The master public key 

can be used by the sender, to encrypt and send the messages to a user with any identity. To successfully decrypt the 

message, a receiver needs to know a private key for its identity from the key server. 

A sender needs to know only a single master public key to communicate with any user.  A receiver only knows 

private keys for its own identities.  AES algorithm is used in encryption and decryption time. 

ID-based encryption is the pairing based cryptography.  Pairing-based cryptography is the use of a pairing between 

elements of two cryptographic groups to a third group. Mapping e: G1 X G2 → GT to construct or analyze cryptographic 

systems.  Let G1, G2 be two additive cyclic groups, and GT another cyclic group. In this encryption key can be 

generated by using user unique identity. AES algorithm is used in identity based encryption. 

 

 
Algorithm 2: Identity Based Encryption 
 

1. Key Generation 

a. Skey = Hash(id) 

b. Skey
α.β

 

2. Decrypt the message 

a. Key = e.pairing(Hash, PK) 
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b. decrypt()  

3. Encrypt the Message 

a. Hash = Hash(id) 

b. powZn = PK
x
 

c. Key = e.pairing(Hash, powZn) 

d. encrypt()  

 

Where: x = α×β. Skey is the secret key. Hash is the message digest function. e is the pairing factory. 

 

C. Subscription Normalization 

 

An interval subscription is represented as an interval predicate Ʌ with the following grammar: 

   Predicate::=  χ Ʌ δ | δ                                  (1) 

          Condition::= a ϵ [v, v] j a ϵ {v, ... v}             (2) 

A constraint [v, v’ ] represents an interval of permissible values for an attribute of an ordered type such as integers. 

Floating point values also fit this model. A constraint {v, ...v} represents a set of permissible values for an enumerated 

(discrete) type such as strings. A well formed interval subscription is straightforwardly one which, for any given 

attribute, has exactly one condition on that attribute. While interval subscriptions improve the efficiency of content-

based matching. For example, a predicate x > 1000 where x is an integer attribute, can be expressed as xϵ[1001;MAX 

INT]. An equality (e.g., x=1000) can be modelled as an inclusion in a set with a single element. So the first step in 

subscription normalization is to convert constraints involving relational operators (<; ≤; =; > ;≥) into constraints 

involving the inclusion operator (ϵ). This step yields an interval subscription which has at most one constraint on each 

attribute of an event type. It is important to note that a generic set inclusion with n elements corresponds to n disjoined 

conjunctions (i.e., subscriptions) in regular syntax. 

To normalize the interval subscription further and make it well-formed, i.e., to ensure that it contains exactly one 

constraint for each attribute, add wildcard constraints to the subscription depending on the types of constraint-less 

attributes. A wild-card constraint for an ordered type τ is [MIN(τ),MAX(τ)], and * for an enumerated type. Subscription 

normalization can be done from multiple messages. 

       

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

Performance evaluations are designed to identify accomplishments, performance issues, and constraints in the 

implementation of this project. Performance evaluation focuses on measuring the progress and process of achievement 

of this project results and whether and how inputs and outputs are producing outcomes and impacts. In a content-based 

system, messages are only delivered to a subscriber based on the attributes or contents of those messages match 

constraints defined by the subscriber.  For performance evaluation, the method is to compare the execution time of 

event matching for both broker-less and broker publish/subscribe system. Subscribers register subscriptions to the 

broker, the broker perform the filtering. The broker normally performs store and forward function to route messages 

from publishers to subscribers. This procedure is time consuming. In broker-less system there is direct communication 

between publisher and subscriber. There is no intermediate. 

The event matching execution time in both broker and broker- less system is used to evaluate the system. Execution 

time can be calculated based on the subscriptions and published event matching. Execution time in milliseconds. In 

broker system subscriber subscribe event to the system. This event forward to the broker. Publisher publishes the 

events. These published event and subscriptions are processed in broker. Broker handles each request in the system. If 

any matches found in subscriptions and published events then broker return the result to the corresponding subscriber. 

Event matching in broker system can be performed using FASTINT algorithm. In broker-less system, there is no 

broker. There is a direct connection between subscriber and the publisher. Event matching can be performed using 

event matching algorithm. After the performance evaluation prove this system event matching is faster than existing 

method. Execution time and number of subscriptions are taken. Performance evaluation graph is plot based on these 

values. 
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Figure 2 shows the matching time per events publishing with subscription number increased. FASTINT algorithm 

consumes the most matching time. The best one is that we proposed in this paper. As shown in Figure 2 with the 

increase of subscription number, event matching execution time is less. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Publish/subscribe system is a messaging pattern where publisher send messages, these messages are sent directly to 

the specific receivers, called subscribers. Subscribers express their interest in the system, and only receive messages 

based on their interest, without knowledge of if any, publishers there are. In the pub/sub system model, subscribers are 

receive only a subset of the total messages published. Subscription normalization is the process to normalize the 

multiple messages in the content-based system. ID based encryption is used to provide security to the system. The 

process of selecting messages for reception and processing is called filtering. There are two common type of filtering 

methods: topic-based and content-based. Content-based publish/subscribe framework that delivers matching content to 

subscribers in their desired format. Efficient subscription summarization and event matching is key to the scalability of 

content-based publish/subscribe networks. Event matching algorithm to achieve matching of events with a number of 

constraint matches logarithmic in the total number of subscriptions. Event matching algorithm execution time is better 

compared with existing method. This project event matching algorithm is faster than existing algorithm. Identity based 

encryption is used to provide security. Encrypt the details with user id and email. AES algorithm is used in encryption 

and decryption. 
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